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Von Neumann's Arithmetics of Continuous Rings 
By ISRAEL HALPERIN in Kingston (Canada) 
This paper is a revision of an unpublished manuscript Arithmetics of Regular 
Rings Derived From Continuous Geometries written by J. VON NEUMANN in 19371) 
and summarized in §§ 6,7 of his note [3]. I am grateful for permission to present 
this work of VON NEUMANN. The material has been freely re-arranged, the intro-
duction, footnotes and Lemma 6. 1 have been added and I have strengthened Lem-
mas 2. 1, 2. 2, 3. 1, 6. 2 and 6. 3 by using different proofs. Any faults in the present 
exposition are, of course, mine. 
1. Introduction 
1 . 1 . We use terminology close to that of [4]. 9i will usually denote a fixed 
regular ring with unit, Rn = lattice of áll principal right ideals of 9t and Lm — lattice 
of all principal left ideals , of 9Í. For any idempotent e in 91, 9i (e) will denote the 
ring of all eae,a£3i. We shall say " a has a reciprocal in 31(e)" if a 6 9Í(e) and 
ab = ba = e for some 91(e). 
If 91 is a,complete rank ring, R(a) will denote the unique normalized rank, 
defined for all a in 9t and related to the dimension functions D in Rut and D' in Lst by : 
R(a) = D{(a)r) = D'((a)l). 
A complete rank ring 9£ is (cf. [4]) either a discrete or a continuous ring according 
as the range of R is 0, l/n, ..., njn for some integer n s 1 or the set of all real numbers 
O S i ^ l . If e 0 , 9£(e) is discrete or continuous along with 9Í and the rank func-
tion of 3t(e) coincides with R(a)/R(e), a in 91(e). 
Z will denote the center of 9t and we let P = P(^\) denote the set of all poly-
nomials 
p(t) = ira + z r a _ 1 r - 1 + ... + z0t° 
with all zt in Z and m g l . W h e n p ( a ) is calculated, t° is ordinarily to be replaced 
by the unit of 9i. But whenever we write "p{ci) in 9t(e)" we shall mean that t° is 
to be replaced by e. 
We shall show below (cf. Lemma 2. 1) that if 91 satisfies a weak condition 
(in particular, if 9i is discrete or continuous) then the center of 91(e) consists of 
i) The original manuscript is kept in the VON NEUMANN file of the Institute for Advanced 
Study in Princeton and may be seen there. 
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all ez, z £ Z . Hence if a£d1(e) and <7£f>(9t(e)) then q(a) coincides with (p(a) in 
9i(e)) for some p£P(di). 
Suppose dl is a discrete or continuous ring. I f p £ P and E is a real number > 0 , 
we shall say a is z-p-algebraic or simply e-algebraic if R(p(a))<s. If a is e-algeb-
raic for every e > 0 we shall say that a is almost-algebraic. If R(pm(a))-*0 as m — ^ 
we shall say a is limiting p-algebraic or simply limiting algebraic. If R(p(a)) = 0 , 
equivalently p{a)— 0, we shall say a is p-algebraic or simply algebraic. 
On the other hand, if R(p(a)) — 1 for every p£P we shall say a is purely trans-
cendental. 2) 
1. 2. In this paper we shall prove the theorem: 
(1.2. 1) In a continuous ring the algebraic elements are everywhere dense in the 
sense of rank-metric. 
(1.2. 1) means: for every and every real e ^ O there exists an algebraic 
¿>£9i such that R(a-b)<e. It is easv to see that (1. 2. 1) follows f rom (1. 2. 2)— 
(1. 2. 5) below: 
(1. 2. 2) If a is e-algebraic then R(a — b)< s for some algebraic b (cf. Lemma 3. 2). 
(1 .2 .3 ) If a is limiting ^-algebraic then for every real e > 0 , a is e-g-algebraic 
when q = p'" for sufficiently large integer m (cf. § 4). 
(1. 2. 4) If a is purely transcendental then for every real e > 0 and every p £P with 
p of degree greater than 1/e, R(a — b)<s for some «-/^-algebraic b (cf. 
Lemma 5. 3). 
(1. 2. 5) If (1. 2. 3), (1. 2. 4) hold then for every a and every real e > 0 , R(a-b)<e 
for some e-algebraic b (cf. Lemma 7. 1 and Theorem 8. 1). 
Before going into the detailed proof (cf. sections 2 — 8) we give a brief 
indication of its principal ideas. 
1 . 3 . To prove (1 .2 .2 ) we suppose R(p(a))<e and let (e)r = (p(a))r. Set 
b = (l—e)a + x with x arbitrary in 9t(e). We show that (1 — e)a is in 9t( l —e) and 
p(b) = (p(x) in 91(e)). Since R(a-b)=R(ea-ex)^R(e)<e, ( 1 . 2 .2 ) will be veri-
fied if for given p£P and given e we can find x£9 i (e ) such that (p(x) in (ej) = 0. 
In the Corollary to Lemma 3. 1 we show that this is possible. 
1. 4. The statement (1. 2. 3) is almost trivial (cf. §4). 
1 ,5 . The proof of (1 .2 .4) is technically the most difficult part of the entire 
proof. We show first that if a is purely transcendental then for every integer 
N^ 1 there exists a decomposition into independent elements: 3ii = l((aieJ)r; 
m 
/ = 1 , Now choose m=-l /e , choose any integer and define 
an idempotent g so that (g)r = Z({a'ej)r; j^N; i — m,2m, ..., but i ^ j ) , (1 —g)r = 
= l ( (a i e J ) r ; i^j but i V m , 2m,...). We set3) b = a — a~m+1p(a)g and show: 
p(b)aiej = 0 for all j^N and all i satisfying i^Sms for some ms^j. It follows 
TYl 1 
that R(p(b)) ^ — < e and R(a-b)^R(g) S — < s, hence this b verifies (1.2. 4). 
Jy m 
2) VON NEUMANN discovered [3] that in every continuous ring there exist purely transcenden-
tal elements but the manuscript (see 1)) gives no details of his proof. See [2] for a proof. 
3) The symbol = means "equality by definition". 
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1. 6. To verify (1. 2. 5) we define P' = P'(a) to the set of irreducible polyno-
mials p in P for which R(p(aj) < 1. We show that P' is finite or denumerable, 
P' =(p1,p2, ...)• Then we determine a "resolution of the identity" for a, that is, 
a sequence of orthogonal idempotents e0, ey, ..., each of which commutes with a, 
such that 9i =?(£;), . and: 
(1.6. 1) ae0—e0a is purely transcendental in the ring 9i(e0), 
( 1 . 6 .2 ) for / = 1, is limiting />;-algebric in the ring 9i(e ;). 
Suppose now (1 .2 .3) and (1 .2 .4) hold for every continuous ring. Then if nt is 
£ sufficiently large, R(pf (ae^ in 9i(e;)) < . And if p0 is any polynomial of 
£ ' 
sufficiently high degree there exists in such that — ^ o ) ^ ^ and 
g 
R(Po(b0) in 9 t ( e 0 ) )< —. Now we choose j so large, that R( 1 — ( e 0 + ... -\-ej))-i 
£ 
< — and set 2 
b = b0 + aei + ... +aej, p = p0p\1 ...p1}'. v.. \ 
It follows that R(a-b)^R(ae0-b0) + R(l-(e0 + ... + e , ) )<£ , and R(p(b))^e. 
This verifies (1.2.5). 1 K: 
1. 7. Some of our Lemmas are proved under hypotheses weaker than the ' re-
quirement that 9i be a continuous ring; in particular, irreducibility of dt is frequently 
not required. This will facilitate an extension (to the reducible case) of Theorem 
( 1 . 2 . 1 ) . . -.,1 
I.'/ 2. Preliminary lemmas • z 
L e m m a 2. 1. Suppose e is an idempotent in an associative ring 9t and that 
(i): e = 0 or (ii): 9i possesses a set of matrix units su,i,j=\, ...,k for somej 
k = 1,2, ... with es11=s11e — s11. Then the center of 91(e) is the set of all ze, z £ Z. 
P r o o f . The Lemma is trivially true if e — 0. Consider the case e^O and 
suppose a is any element in the center of 9i(e). Then clearly a = as11 is in the 
k ' ' 
center of 91 ( i n ) . Let z = 2 Then z is in Z : for if x is in 9t, 
k k 
x = 2! xsu — 2 snx> s o (since sljxsn is in 9 i ( Jn ) and a is in the center of 9i(s11)) 
>=i ¡=i 
k k / k \ k { k - ' \ 
xz = 2 xsnasu = 2 M 2 SijXSna-hi = 2 ^ll 2 ^ijxsnsu = i=l j= 1 \ i= l / J = 1 \ i= l ) 
We shall show that y = ze — a satisfies y = 0. Clearly, y is in the . center of 
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^ ( e ) and j ' i 1 1 = a s l l —as1 1 = 0. Hence for all u, v in 91, yusllv = (yeues11)v = 
k 
= (eue)ys!— 0. Then for each i=l,...,k, ysa=j'Jfi5!= 0 so >> = 2ysn — 0. 
i= 1 
Thus, if a is in the center of 91(e) then a=ze for some z in Z. Conversely if 
z is in Z and x is in 91(e) then (ze) x = zx — xz = (xe) z — x (ze) so ze is in the centre 
of 91 (e). This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 1. 
C o r o l l a r y . If e is an idempotent in a continuous or discrete ring 91, then 
the center of 91(e) consists of all ze, z £ Z . And if q(t) = tm + zm-1tm~1 + ... +z0t° 
with all z,- in the center of 91 (e) then for some p in P, for every a in 91(e), 
(p(a) in 91 (e)) coincides with ep(a)=q(a). 
P r o o f . If e ^ O , 91 does possess a set of matrix units i,j=l, ..., k for some 
k — 1,2,... with Hence Lemma 2.1 applies and the Corollary follows. 
L e m m a 2. 2. Suppose 91 is an associative ring possessing a set of matrix units, 
s-j, i,7 = 1, ..., k for some k^2. Then for any a in 91, if faf— of for every idempotent 
f in 91, a is in the center of 91. 
P r o o f . The condition faf=af can be written: (1 —f)af—0. With / i n place 
of 1 — / this gives: fa (I —/) = 0. hence fa=faf=af. 
Now for any x in 9i,f+fx(l —f) is idempotent along w i t h / s o ( / + / x ( l —f))a = 
= a ( / + / x ( l —/)). But fa — af and so we obtain 
( f x ( [ - f j ) a = a(fx(l - / ) ) 
for every x in 91 and every idempotent / in 91. 
Thus, xa — ax whenever x = / x ( l — / ) for some idempotent / , in particular 
whenever X ~~~ Si ~— XSjj for some i ? * / ( u s e / = s^. Hence, for every x, if i ^ j then 
suxsjj commutes with a, and for any i, using some j V / ( h e r e we use the hypothesis 
2), 
a(suxsii) = a(suxsij)sJi = (s^s^asji = (siixsiJ)sJia = (s^s^a, 
so 
k k 
xa = 2 (suxsjj)a - 2 a(suxsjj) = ax 
i, j=l i,j= 1 
showing that a is in the center of 91, as stated. 
C o r o l l a r y . Suppose a is an element in 91(e) with e idempotent in an associative 
ring 91 and suppose faf— af for every idempotent f in 9i (e). Then a = ze for some z in 
the center of Ift if (i): e = 0 or (ii): 91 (e) possesses a set of matrix units stj, i,j = 1, ..., k 
for some 2 and 91 possesses some set of matrix units Su, i,j=l, •• •, K, for some 
isTfel with eSll = Sile=S11. 
P r o o f . The Corollary follows at once f rom Lemma 2 . 2 and Lemma 2. 1. 
R e m a r k . The conditions of the Corollary to Lemma 2 . 2 are always satis-
fied if 91 is a continuous ring. But if 91 is a discrete ring (then 9i is the ring of 
nXn matrices over some division ring ©) and (e), is an a tom in Rm (so 91(e) is 
ring isomorphic to SD) the conditions fail to hold, and in fact if ® is not commuta-
tive, the Corollary actually fails to hold. 
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3. Proof of (1. 2. 1) 
L e m m a 3. 1. Suppose 9i is any associative ring with unit (not assumed regular) 
and let SRjv denote the ring of all NXN matrices over 9t. If N^ 1 and 
p(i) = iN + z J V _ 1 i N - 1 + ... + z 0 
is any polynomial of degree N with all zt in the centre of 91 then there exists a ma-
trix M in 91,v such that p(M)= 0. 
P r o o f . For i,j— 1, ..., N, let S^ be the matrix with ij-th entry equal to 
1 and all other entries 0. Then our requirements are satisfied by the matrix 














In fact, MSn = Si+l x for i= 1, ...,N— 1, 
h = 0, ...,N-1. Now, 
MNS11=MMN~1Sil=MSNA 
hence MhS11 = Si h +1,1 for 
JV-1 
• 2 ~ 
- 2 ziM'S11 = -(zH-1M»-i + ...+z0)S11. 
T h u s p ( A i ) - 5 1 1 = 0 and for i^l,p(M)Sn=p(M)Mi-1S11=Mi-1p(M)S11=0. 
Hence, p(M)Su=p(M)SnSu = 0 for / = 1, ..., N and summation over i gives 
p(M) = 0. This completes the proof. 
C o r o l l a r y . If e is an idempotent in a continuous ring 9t and pis a polynomial 
in P then for some x in 9i(e), (p (x) in 9 t (e ) )=0 . 
P r o o f . The statement is obvious if e = 0 (with x = 0). So we may assume e ^ O , 
and then by replacing 91 by 'R(e) we may suppose e = l. Since 9i is a continuous 
ring it can be represented (cf. [4, page 99, Theorem 3. 3 and page 93, Definition 
3. 2]) as a ring of « X " matrices over an associative ring <5 with unit for every n 
(the center of 9£ can be identified with center of <S). The Corollary now follows 
f rom Lemma 3 .1 . 
R e m a r k . In the proof of this Corollary we made use of the fact that 9i is 
continuous, not discrete. 
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L e m m a 3. 2. For arbitrary e > 0 , if a is s-algebraic in a continuous ring 91 then 
R(a — ¿>)<e for some algebraic b in 91. 
P r o o f . Suppose R(p(a))<e, choose an idempotent e with (e)r = (p(a))r 
and let b = (l—e)a + x with x arbitrary in 91(e). Then e=p(a)-u for some u 
in 91 so ae = ap(a)u=p (a)-au = ep (a) • au = eap (a) u — eae; thus (1 — e)ae = 0, 
(1 - e)a = (1 - e)a( 1 - e) £ 91(1 - e). Then p(b) =p(( 1 - e)a( 1 - e) + exe)) = (1 - e) • 
•p(a) + (p(x) in 91(e)) = (/)(jc) in 91(e)), since (1 - e)p{a) = (1 - e)ep(a) = 0. 
Now a-b = ea-x = e{a-x) so R(a-b)^R(e) = R(p(aj)<e. And p{b) = 0 if 
x is chosen in 91(e) so that (p(x) in 91(e))=0. Now x can be so chosen by the Co-
rollary to Lemma 3. 1 and then the Lemma is proved. 
4. Proof of (1. 2. 3) 
If R((p(a))m) —0 as m — co then the polynomial q(t) =pm(t) has the property 
R(q(a))<e if m is sufficiently large. This proves (1 .2 .3) . 
5. Proof of (1. 2. 4) 
We shall use the symbol En(e) to denote the expression (a'e)r; «' = 1, ..., n). 
L e m m a 5. 1. Suppose a is purely transcendental in a continuous ring 91, let 
N be any integer S1, and suppose A is a principal right ideal such that A ^ 91, aA^A. 
Then there exists an idempotent e^O which is a solution for 
(5.1) (A, (ae)r, ...,(a»e)r) 
P r o o f . We note for future use that if d, c are in 91 then 
D(d(c)r) - R(dc) = R(c) = D((c)r). 
» 
If R(d) = 1 and dA^A (in particular if d=p(a) for s o m e p in P) then dc£A implies 
d((c)r + A)iSA, hence (c)r+A^d~'A and so D((c\ + A) SD(A), and so (c)r=sA. 
Thus for such d, if dc£A then c£A. 
Now suppose N= 1. Choose B to be a complement of A in 91. Then B=a(a~ lB) 
( a - 1 exists since R(a) = l). Choose an idempotent e such that (e)r=a~1B. Then 
e 0 since A ^ 91, hence Bj± 0. Also (5. 1) holds since it asserts only that A (ae)r = 0 
and this is true since (ae)r — B. So the Lemma holds for N= 1. 
Next, suppose the Lemma is established and / 0 ^ 0 is a solution for the case 
N=n for some integer n^l. We shall prove below: 
(5.2) (an + i f ) r ^ E n ( f ) is false for some i d e m p o t e n t 0 , ( / 0 ) , . 
Assuming (5. 2) we have 
(5 .3) (a"+if)rE„(f)^(a"+'f)r 
4) The symbol 1 signifies independence of the lattice elements (cf. [4, page 8]). 
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so we can choose an idempotent e' with (e')r a relative complement of the left 
side of (5. 3) in the right side of (5. 3). 
Now choose an idempotent e with (e)r = (a~ (" + 1 )e') r . We shall prove: this 
e is a solution of (5A) for N=n+ 1. In fact, (e')rS(a"+1f)r so ( e ) r S ( / ) r and 
(a"+1e)r = (e')r. Thus e^O since e V 0 , and (A, (ae)r, ..., (a"e)r)± since ( e ) r ^ 
s ( / 0 ) r and / 0 is a solution for (5.1) with N= n. Furthermore, (a" + ie)rE„(e)^ 
^(e')rEn(f) — 0. Thus (5.1) holds with N=n+ 1, as required. Thus by induction 
on N the Lemma would be proved for all N if (5.2) were verified. 
Assume (5.2) false, if possible. Then for every / in ( / 0 ) r , ( a n + i f ) r S E n ( f ) . 
This implies 
(5.4) a " ^ f = y + 2 ¿ M 
i= 1 
for some y in A and some vt in Si. Using right multiplication b y / w e could suppose 
y—yf and v ^ f v f for all i. Choose, in particular, f—f0 and let the resulting y, v{ 
in (5. 4) be denoted by x, u{ respectively. Then (5. 4) becomes 
(5.5) a» + l f 0 = x + Za%. 
i= 1 
Right multiplication of (5. 5) by / and subtraction f rom (5. 4) yields 
(5.6) 0 = ( y - x f ) + 2 a'C»«-«</)• 
¿=1 
Since the addends in (5.6) are in the principal right ideals A, (a'f^)r, i= 1, . . . ,n , 
respectively, and (A, (af0)r, ..., (a"f0)r)l, therefore all of y — xf ai(vi — u j ) must 
be 0. Then vi — uif={a~l)iai(vi — uif)= 0, so = «,-/. But fvi=vt so f u j = u j for 
every idempotent f in (/0) r , in particular for every idempotent / in (/0) . Hence, 
by the Corollary to Lemma 2.2 , m ; =z , / 0 for some z-t in Z. Now (5. 5) becomes 
an+1fo = * + Za%f0, i= 1 
iZzia^fo = x. 
Put p(t) = tn+1+ Zi-z^t'. T h e n p is i n P a n d p(a)f0 = x£A. Since R(p(a)) = 1, 
¡=i 
fo£A,fo£(fo)rA = 0, / 0 = 0. This contradicts f0^0, so (5.2) cannot be false and 
this completes the proof of the Lemma. 
C o r o l l a r y . Under the hypotheses of Lemma 5. 1 there exists a maximal solu-
tion e. This means: i f f is a solution and ( e ) r s ( / ) r then (e)r = ( / ) r . 
P r o o f . By transfinite induction there exists an ordinal number Q (not neces-
sarily a limit ordinal) and a set of solutions of (5. !)<?„, such that (ex)r < (ep)r 
whenever a < /? < Q and such that no solution / satisfies (ea)r < ( / ) r for all a Q. 
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Let (e)r = ^ ( e j r - Then by Axiom III of [4, page 2] (the continuity of lattice 
operations) assumed for ^¡s, we have: for n — \,2,...,N 
(e) = 1 («)) = 2 (*,) = 
a a,/! 
= 2 ( « " O A - . ( O = 2 o = o . a a 
This implies that e is a solution of (5. 1). Since ( e ) r S(e a ) r fo r all t x < Q it follows 
that no solution / can satisfy ( f ) r > (e)r. 
L e m m a 5. 2. Let {R, a, N, A be as in Lemma 5. 1. Then there exists a sequence 
of idempotents eN,eN+i, ... with the properties: 
(5.7) (AAa'ejll i=l, ...J; 
(5. 8) 2 (A, (a*ej)r- i= 1, ...J; j^N) = f f t . 
P r o o f . Let eN be a maximal solution of (5. 1) (existing by the Corollary to 
Lemma 5. 1) and for each j^N define idempotents ej,ej+i by induction on j so 
tha t : 
(ej), = a-U+» 2En(en)(ej)r, 
n = N 
( e J + 1 ) r = relative complement of (ej), in (e ; ) r . 
Then for all k^j^N and all i, 
(aieJ)r + (aieJ+i)r = (a'ey) r , 
(0**% + i)r 2En(en) = 0, n = N 
(aJ+iej)r^ ZEn(en), n = N 
Ej(ej)= 2Ej(e„)+ 2Wek+i)r-n = j i — 1 
Since R ( e k + 1 ) g , (fl'e,.+ 1 ) r ^;g ¡ J + l and, consequently, converges 
to 0 as A: — f o r fixed j; hence Ej (e j ) = 2(Ej(e„); mS/ ') . 
I t is now easily verified that (5. 7) holds. We need only show (A , (a l ej) r ; 
i = l , k ^ j ^ N ) ± for all k ^ N , and it is therefore sufficient to prove 
(5.9) (A,(afej)r; i= 1, ...J; k-l^jmN; (a'ej,; i=l, ...,k)_L 
for all k^N. But (5. 9) holds for k=N, (by the definition of eN), and if (5.9) holds 
for some k S N then it holds also for k + 1 since 
(i): (o'ek)r is the union of the independent elements 
(alek)r, (a'ek+i)r for i=l,...,k and 
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(ii): (ak+1ek+l)r(A + 2((a!ej)r; i= 1, ...J; + 
j = N 
Thus, by induction on k, (5. 9) holds for all k^N and so (5. 7) holds. 
If the left side of (5. 8) is denoted by E then for each addend S on the le f t 
side of (5.J!) we have a S ^ E . From this we deduce a E s ^ E since the mapping: 
x—ax(x£Ry{) is an order-isomorphism of Rm onto itself with inverse mappingr 
x — a _ 1 x ( u s e : x = (e)r for some e, and then ax = (ae)r). 
Now if E=9i were false we could apply Lemma 5. 1 to obtain an / V 0 with 
(E, (af)r, ..., (aNf)r) ±. Since (af)r(aeN)r^{af)rE = 0, so [f)r{eN)r = 0 ; choosing an-, 
idempotent e' with (e')r = ( f ) r + (eN)r we would have a solution e' of (5. 1) with 
(e'\>-(eN)r, contradicting the choice of eN as a maximal solution. Thus £ = and. 
(5. 8) holds. This completes the proof of the Lemma. 
L e m m a 5. 3. Suppose a is purely transcendental in a continuous ring SR. Then 
for every real s > 0 and for every p(t) = + zm_1?'"~1 + . . . + z 0 i ° with all zi in Z, 
and m > l / e there exists b in such that R(p{b)) <£ and R(a — b) < e . 
nt 
P r o o f . Choose and apply Lemma 5 . 2 (with . 4 = 0 ) to obtain 8t = 
= I ( (a ' e ; ) r ; i= 1, ...,j\j — N, N+ 1, ...). For each j let t} be the largest integer 
with m t j ^ j and set 
A = 2((amsej)r; j = N; s= 1, ..., tj), 
B = 2{{aiej)r\ j = N; i^ms for all i = l , ..., tj). 
Then A and B are complementary in i}( and 
(g)r — A, (1— g)r = B for some idempotent g 
and R(g) = D(A)S —. 
m 
Choose b-a-a-m+1p(a)g. Then 
Now we shall prove below: 
(5.10) p(b)a<ej= 0 for j^N and i = \, ...,mtj. 
From (5. 10) it will follow at once that 
R(p(b)) = D'ipib)), = l-D(p(b))l S 
=§ D(l((a'ej)r; j ^ N; mtj^i<m(tj+ 1))) s 
as required. Thus we need only prove (5. 10). 
Clearly bx — ax whenever gx = 0, that is, whenever x£B. By repetition! 
bh(aieJ) = ah(aieJ) whenever aieJ,ai+1ej, ..., ai+l'~1ej are all in B. 
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Hence, if i = ms + 1 for some s with 0 ^ s < tj we can deduce: 
bh(a'ej) = ah(aiei) for h — 0, 1, ...,m—l, 
bm (a'ej) = bb'"~1 (a'ej) = b (am ~1 + 'ej) = 
= (a-a~m+ip (a)g) a"'<s +1 kj = 
= a m ( s + 1 ) + 1 e j - p ( a ) a m s + l e j (use ga"'(v+1> = a" , ( s + 1 )) = 
= a'" (a'ej) — p (a) a'ej; 
and so p(b)a'ej = —p(a)a'ejJr p(a)aiej = 0. Therefore p (b) a'ej = 0 for all 
j = ms+\, 0 B u t this implies p(b)a"(aie])=p(b)bH(a>e}) = bhp(b)aiej = 0 
for such i and all /z = 0, 1, ... , m— 1. This proves (5.10) and establishes the 
Lemma. 
6. Preliminary Lemmas 
In this section L will be assumed to be a relatively complemented modular lat-
tice which is No-complete and N0-Continuous. This means: whenever / is countable, 
<(i. 1) I,(ax;u£I) and I I ( a a ; a£I) exist, 
(6 .2) AE(aa; a € / ) = ZF(6E(a„; a:£F)), 
¿ + n(aa; aa) = nF(b + Tl(ax; a£F)) 
(where F varies over all finite subsets of I). 91 will be assumed to be a regular ring 
not necessarily with unit such that 
(6. 3) Rsl is Ko-complete and K0-continuous. 
If 9i has a unit and Lst are anti-isomorphic under the mutually inverse mappings 
(6.4) (a)r - (a)[ = (x; xa = 0), (a), - (af, = (x; ax = 0) 
(cf. [4, page 71, Corollary 2 to Lemma 2.2]). Since ^ -comple teness j ind No-con-
tinuity are self-dual properties it follows that they are possessed by if by jRy. 
L e m m a 6. 1. Let L be an Uncomplete $0-continuous relatively complemented 
modular lattice. Suppose a, b are in L and suppose Tx=y defines a (1, 1) map-
ping of L(0,a) onto L(0, b) such that (/): ai —a holds if and only if Ta^ 
,=; Ta2 ^Ta(-b) and (ii): ai^Ta1 whenever a1(Tal)=0. Then a~b. 
P r o o f , (i) If Ta^av let d be a relative complement of Tav in ax. Then 
d, Td,..., T"d, ... are all defined, independent and mutually perspective. To prove 
this, note firstly that Tay S at implies that T2ax = T(Tais defined and T2ax ^ 
Ta^a^. By induction, T"ai is defined for all n and so T"d is defined for a l l n 
since d ^ a ^ Then for all « S 0 , m g l , 
(T"d) (Tn+1d+ ... + Tn + md) = Tn(d(Td+ ... + Tmd)) Tn(d(Tayj)= T" (0) = 0, 
sc. d, Td,... are independent Finally, T{T"d) = Tn + id and (Tnd) (Tn+ld)= 0, so the 
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hypotheses of Lemma 6. 1 yield Tnd~ Tn+id. F r o m this it follows that d, Td, ... 
a r e mutual ly perspective. 
N o w the argument given in [4, page 21, Theorem 3. 8] is valid with our present 
hypothesis on L, so d—0. Thus Tal implies Tal=al. 
(ii) Set a\ = a, b\ = b. Define a'„+i, a„, b'„+i, b„ for all n^ 1 by induction 
o n n so t ha t : 
a'n+i—a'„b'„, a„ = relative complement of a'n+i in a'„, 
b'n+i = Ta'n+i, b„ — Ta„. 
T h e n (cf. [1, page 543, Lemma 2.11]), 
a'n = a'n+i + a„, a'o^a'i^..., 
a = Ua'n + I.an, (Ua'„, alt a2,....) 
bn = b'n+i + bn, b'o^b'i^..., 
b = nb'n + l.bn, (nb'n,b1,b2, ...)_L, 
T(na'„) = Ub'n^na'n. 
Applying the preceding paragraph (with T~l in place of T) it follows that 
T(Ua'n) = Yia'„ = Tlb'„. Since a„b„= 0 for n ^ l , so an~bn. N o w under the present 
hypothesis on L, perspectivity is additive for countable independent families (cf. 
' P , page 561, Theorem 6.2]). Then a = I\a'n + Xa„ is perspective to b = Ub'n + X6„, 
proving the Lemma. 
L e m m a 6. 2 . 5 ) Let 9t be a regular ring with unit such that R^ (hence also Zji) 
is Uncomplete and.#0-continuous. Then for all a, b in 9t: 
<6.5) (a) r ~(A) r if and only if («),-(*),. 
<6.6) (d)r^(b)r if and only if (a),^),. 
(6.7) ( f l ) [ n ( ( 4 ; « £ l ) = K n ( ( a » ) , ; « £ l ) = 0. 
<6. 8) There exists a unique idempotent e such that 
( e ) r = n( ( f l ") r ; w — 1) and (e), = n ( ( 4 ; « £ l ) . « ) 
P r o o f of (6. 5). Suppose (a)r and ( b \ have a common complement in 9i. Then 
by [4, page 69, Theorem 2. 1] there exist idempotents / , g such that (a)r = ( / ) , , 
•(b)r = (g)r and the common complement is (l —/) r = (l —g),.. This implies f = f g , 
g=gf so ( f ) i = (g)i• Now perspectivity is transitive in L« under our present hypothe-
ses on 9i (see [1, page 550, Theorem 5. 1]), so if we can show (a)r = ( f ) r implies 
( a ) i ~ ( / ) / , the same result for (6)r = (g) r will yield ( a ) , ~ ( / ) „ { f ) l = ( g ) h (g ) ,~(6) i , 
5) (6. 5) was proved in [4, page 2231 for the special case of complete rank rings. 
6) Although not required for this paper, the following remark may be of interest to the read-
er. Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 6.2 and suppose x 6 SR. From (6. 6), (6. 7) and (6. 8) it follows 
that (xV = (e)r, (x)i = (e), for some idempotent e (necessarily unique) if and only if (x2)r = (x)r, equi-
valents: for a £31, x2a = 0 implies xa = 0. 
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hence (a), ~ (b),. This will prove: (a)r ~ (b)r implies (a), ~ (b),. We shall show now 
that (a)r = ( f ) r implies (a), - ( / ) , . 
Since (a)r — ( f ) r , so a—fa, f—ad for some d. Replacing d by df we. can suppose 
d—df so (d) , — ( f ) , . Now define the mappings T, Ti by : 
T(x), = (xd), for (x),^(a)l, 
T i (x)i = (xa), for (x), ?= ( / ) , . 
If ( x ) , ^ ( a ) , then x — ua, xda = uada = ufa = ua = x. It follows that T and TV are 
mutually inverse (1, 1) order preserving mappings between L(0, (a),) and L(0, ( / ) , ) . 
Moreover, if (x),S(a), and (x), (xrf), = 0 then (x), ~ T(x)t = (xd), with axis (x + xd)t; 
for 
(i) (x)i + (x + xd)t = (x), + (xd), = (xd), + (x + xd)l; 
(ii) (x),(x + xd), = 0. since y = ux = v(x + xd) implies (u — v)x — v(xd)£ 
€(x),(xd), 1 0, vxd = 0, vx = vxda — 0, y = vx + vxd = 0 + 0 = 0. 
(iii) (xd),(x + xd), = 0 since y = uxd = v(x + xd) implies vx — (u — v)xd£ 
£(x),(xd), =0, vx = 0, y = vx + vxd = 0. 
Now Lemma 6. 1 applies and shows that (a), ~ ( / ) , . 
Thus (a), ~(Z>)r implies (a), —(b),. This result is equivalent to its dual : (a), — (b), 
implies (a)r ~ (b)r. This proves (6 .5) . 
P r o o f o f (6. 6). If (a)r~(c)rs;(b)r there exist orthogonal idempotents e, f 
such that (e)r = (c\, ( f ) r — relative complement of (c)r in (b)r. Then (a)r ~ (e)„ 
ef= 0, (e+f)r = (e)r + ( f ) r = (b)r. 
By (6.5) (e+f),~(b),. Since e = e(e+f), so (e)l^(e+f)„ (e),^(b),. Using 
(6. 5) again and the transitivity of perspectivity [1, page 550, Theorem 5. 1] it fol-
lows that (a), ~(e) ,-<(6), , and (a),^(b),. So (a)r ^5(b)r implies (a),7S(b),. Combin-
ing this result with its dual we obtain (6. 6). 
P r o o f of (6. 7). We need only prove x € ( ( a ) i n ( ( a " ) r ; n ^ 1) implies x = 0 (to-
gether with its dual this yields (6. 7)). We have: ax = 0 but for every n S 1, x = cfyn 
for some y„. For each n g 1 let (b„), be a relative complement of (a"+ 1) / in (a")i-
Then (a"),= (a"+1), + (b„)„ an = ua" + 1 +vbn for some i/,v; 
x = a"yn = (ua"+1 + vbn)yn = iiaa"y„ + vbny„ = uax+vb„y„ = 0 + vb„yn = vb„yn. 
So (x),iS(bny„), and (6. 6) yields (x)r^(bnyn)r^(b„)r- Hence, again by (6. 6), (*),;< 
(&„)/, that is, (x),~(x„),^(b„), for some x„. But the (b„), are independent, so 
the (x„), are independent. It follows that all (x„), = 0 (cf. [4, page 21, Theorem 
3. 8]) and so (x), = 0 , x = 0 as required.7) 
7) This type of argument shows: if xeIT„(a")r and IIn(a"x), = 0 then x = 0. Indeed, for fixed 
m, am = ua'"*" + vbn with (b„),— relative complement of (a'"*")i in (a'")i- So x = a"'y = uam*"y-\-
+ vb„y = ua"x +vb„y; (x), ̂  (a"x), + (b„y),; (x), ̂  J7„((a"x), + Z„,(bmy)l) = n„{a"x), + 2„(b„ y), = 
„(b„y),. But the b„ can be chosen so that ((b„(,; n^l) ± and U„(b„), = relative comple-
ment of n„{a"h in (a"')i (use [1, Theorem 6.2]). Then (x),^S„(bny), ~ relative complement 
of n„(a")i in (a'")i and letting m — w e obtain (a-)i = 0 (use [1, Theorem 6. 1]). Hence, x = 0 . 
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P r o o f o f (6. 8). The existence of e as described is equivalent to 
(6 .9) n ( « ) r ; « = s l ) ( n ( ( 0 , ; « s l ) ) ' = 0, 
a n d 
(6 .10) n ( ( a " ) r ; n == 1) + ( n ( ( 0 , ; n s 1))' = 9i, 
and then [4, page 69, Theorem 2. 1] shows that if e exists, it is uniquely determined. 
The statement (6. 10) is equivalent to the left-right dual of (6. 9) (by (6. 3) and 
(6.4)) . So we need only prove (6.9), equivalently: 
(6 .11) «=*i) = 0. 
Because of (6. 2) we need only prove (6. 11) with arbitrary finite m in place of 
Since (a1)rl^(a2)rls... we need only prove: for each m s l , 
(6 .12) ( a m ) i l l ( ( 0 , ; « g l ) = 0 . 
But f rom (6. 7), with a there replaced by am, the left side of (6.22) is less than o r 
equal to (amXII((am") r; n ^ l ) = 0 . This proves (6.8) . 
L e m m a 6. 3. Let be a regular ring with unit such that Ryt and L:>t satisfy the 
axioms I—V of discrete or continuous geometry (cf. [4, pages 1, 2], irreducibility 
is not assumed). Suppose S is a subset of 9? such that for any a, b in S there is some 
c in S such that (c)r(ab)r(ba)r and some d in S such that (d)l^(ab)l(ba)l. Then 
there exists an idempotent e = e(S) such that 
(e)r = IT ((a),; a£S), (e), = I I ( (a) , ; a 6 S ) 
(this e is unique) and e commutes with any u which commutes with every a in S. 
R e m a r k . The hypotheses on S are satisfied if a,b£S imply ab = ba£S, in 
part icular if S consists of all p{a),p^P with a fixed, or if S consists of all pn(a), 
n ^ 1 with pdP, p fixed and a fixed. 
P r o o f . N o t e that the hypotheses on S imply: for each d in S and each « s i , 
(d")r ^ (a)r fo r some a in 5". 
Now to prove e exists we need only prove (as in the proof of (6. 8)) that 
(X((a)i; a£F)) n ( ( a ) r ; a £ S ) = 0 for every finite subset F of 5 . But the hypotheses 
on S imply tha t for some d in S, (d), S (a), for all a£F, hence (dyt S (a)] for all 
a in F. Thus we need only prove (c/);n((a) r ; a € S) = 0 for every d in S. But the hypo-
theses on S together with (6 .7) yield, (d^Q{(a\; a € 5") ^ {d)\n {{d")r; w Sr 1) = 0, 
so e does exist as described. 
If ua = au for all a £S, then (e)r ^ (a)r yields au — e, ue = uav = auv £ (a)r, so 
n ( ( a ) r ; S), ue = eue. B y ' t h e dual of this result, eu = eue so eu — ue as re-
quired. 
C o r o l l a r y . If ua = au for all a in S then there is a unique decomposition 
u = u1+u2 with ul in 9t(e), u2 in 9i(l —e), namely u{ = ue, u2 = u(\—e) and for 
every p in P 
(i) p(u)=(p(ue) in 9{(e)) + (/>(w(l - e ) ) in 9 i ( l - e ) ) , 
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(ii) ( p ( u e ) in 91 (e))r and (p(u(l — e)) in 9((1 — <?)), are independent and their 
lattice union is (p(u))r. 
(iii) If this u is also in S then (ue)r = (e)r, equivalently, if ep^O, ue has a 
reciprocal in 9i(e). 
P r o o f . By Lemma 6 . 3 , eu = ue and the unique decomposition of u fol lows 
immediately. Since 
p(u) = p(u)e +p(u) ( l - e ) = (p(ue) in 9i(e)) + ( / ;(«(l -e)) in 9 t ( l - e ) ) , 
(i) holds. Since the two addends on the right side of (i) are orthogonal , (ii) follows. 
Finally, if u is also in S then (u)r S (e); so e = uv for some v, e = (eu)v, hence 
(e)r^(eu)r. But (eu)r^(e)r, so (iii) holds. 
7. Decomposition into limiting algebraic and transcendental parts 
7 . 1 . Assume that 9i is a regular ring with unit for which and ZM satisfy 
the axioms I—V of discrete or continuous geometry (cf. [4, pages 1,2]) (irredu-
cibility is not assumed). Let a be a fixed element of SRand set S0=(p(a); p£P) and 
for each p in P, Sp = (p"(a); « s i ) . 
Clearly S0 (and each Sp) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 6. 3. We may set 
e0 =e(S0), /0 = 1- e0, fp = e(Sp), ep = 1 - f p . 
Since all members of S0 commute, it follows f rom Lemma 6. 3 tha t they all 
commute with e0 and with every fp, and then, again f rom Lemma 6. 3, that e 0 , 
all fp commute. So e0, all ep commute . Moreover S0 Sp so ( e 0 ) r S ( / p ) r , hence 
ype0=e0, epeo=0. 
Suppose p, q in P have the proper ty : 
(7 .1) p(t)h + q(t)k - 1 for some h,k of the fo rm zmtm+ ... + z 0 with 
m S O and all zi in Z . 
Then pm, q" have this property (7 .1) also (use: 1 = (ph + qk)m+n = pmhl+q"kl 
for some h1} kv of the form z}V + . . . + z0 with j^O and all zt in Z ) . Hence 
pm{a)hl (a) + q"(a)k1(a) = 1, 
9t = {p'"(a)\ + (q"(a))r = IT ((/;'" (a))r + (q"(a))r 1, « S 1 ) = 
= n((/>'"(«)), + n ((</"(«)),; n S 1); m S 1) = 
= n((p-(fl))r; m^\) + u({q"{a))r- nS 1) = 
= ( /„) , + ( / , ) , = 9t and, consequently, 0 = 9f = (fpWq)lr = (ej,(e9), 
Thus (7. 1) implies epeq = 0, (eq)r^(fp)r. 
7. 2. F r o m now on we assume also that is irreducible so that 91 is a com-
plete rank ring, either discrete or continuous and so Z is a commutat ive division 
ring. Let P'=P'(a) denote the set of p£P for which ( ^ ( a ) ) r ^ 9 i and p is irreducible 
(that is, p^PiPi with pu p2£P)- If p, q are in P' and p then p, q are relatively 
pr ime with respect to coefficient domain Z so (7. 1) holds, hence epeq = 0. Moreover 
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if pdP' then (fp)r ^ (p (a))r ^ 3i so fp^ 1, ep /-0. Since the ep are mutually ortho-
gonal, 1 s?R(ep + eq + ...) = R{ep) + R(eq) +... with all R(ep)>0, so P' is finite 
or denumerable. 
Let P' be enumerated: p1,p2, ••• (say) and f rom now on write em, fm in place 
of ep, fp (with p—pm). Since each p in P can be expressed as a product of powers 
of irreducible polynomials p=p" l . . .pm m for suitable n1 , ..., nm &0, it follows t h a t 
0e0)r = n((p(a)r-,p£P) = 
= n ( ( p » ( a ) ) r ; m S 1, rcSl) = n ( ( / m ) r ; m S l ) , 
(e0)'r = (fo), = * ( ( f j , = ; « £ l ) . 
By the dual argument, ( / 0 ) , = £((em),.; m s l ) . Since the e h / S O are or thogonal , 
(/„,), = £((e ; ) r ; i s 0 , M m ) , 
( / „ ) , = £ ( (* , ) , ; i s 0 , M m ) . 
3i = 2 ( ( e j ( ; m s O ) = Z((e„,) r; m s O ) , 
Z ( 7 ? ( e J ; w s 0 ) = l , 
+ as TM-oo. 
L e m m a 7. 1. H7/?/? notation as in the preceding paragraphs, 
(7. 2) ae0 is purely transcendental in 9i(e0), 
(7 .3) if / = 1 , ae{ is limiting p¡-algebraic in 91(6;), 
(7. 4) ifp—pll...pmm then (1 —(<?,+... + em))r and the (¿>?;(ae;) in 9'{ (e,))r, / = 1 , ..., m 
are an independent set and their lattice union is (p(a))r. 
P r o o f . F o r every p in P, (p(ae0) in 9 l ( e 0 ) ) = e0p(ae0) and, by (iii) of the Coro l -
lary to Lemma 6. 3, has a reciprocal in 9i(e0). The Corollary to Lemma 2. 1 now 
yields (7.2) . 
For every / s i , a and et commute so (p^ae,) in <iK{ei)) = eipi(fl). Hence 
n ( ( K ( 0 ) r ; « s i ) = ( 4 n ( W ( 4 ; « s i ) = ( e i ) r ( / i ) , = o. 
This proves (7. 3). 
N o w let gm = l - ^ + .-. + e J = / t . . . / m . Then ( (g m )„ (e.l, ..., (em)r) J_ (the 
gm, ; i = l , ...,m are even orthogonal) and (p"'(ae ;) in 9i(e i)) = e i ^ ' ( a e i ) 6 ( e 1 ) ^ 
I t follows that ( ( g m \ , (p1i(aei))r; i = l , . . . ,m)_L. Also, 
/>(«) = p(aei + ... + aem + agm) = 
= elp(ae1) + ... + emp(aem) + gmp(agm) = 
=./'(ae1)e1 +... +p(aem)em+p(agm)gm. 
for all m S O 
Also 
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Since gm,ei, ...,em are orthogonal , 
0(a))r = (p(aei)el)r+ ... + (p (ae,„) em\ + (p (ag,„)gm)r. 
But ejp(aei) = eip(a) = eip'l1(a)...p1^(d). If for some j= 1, ..., m we consider 
S — SPj = (p"j(a); BS-1) and apply (iii) of the Corollary to Lemma 6.3~ with 
u=pnj>(a) and e—fj we see that py(a)bj = f j for some bj. If j^i, then fiei = ef 
so pnj'{a)(bje^=fjei = ei which implies 
{eiP(ciej)r = {eiPT(a)U(py{a)-, j^i, j = l , m))r = (e,pf(a))r 
f o r i=l, ...,m. Similarly since fjgm=gm, 
(gmP (agm)) r = {gmP («))r = (gjr-. 
P r o m this, (7. "4) follows at once. 
R e m a r k . ae0 will be called the transcendental part of a, a( 1 — e0) will be called 
t h e almost algebraic part of a, and fo r i s l , the aet will be called the pt — limit-
ing algebraic parts of a. 
8. The main -theorem 
T h e o r e m 8. 1. Let a be an element of a continuous ring 91 and suppose given 
•any real E-^0. Then there exists p£P and b €91 such that p(b)— 0 and R(a — ¿>)<e. 
Moreover p can be of the form p=p"' ...p£m if P'(a) — (pi,p2, ...) is not empty and 
p can be required to be any assigned polynomial in P of degree > — if P'(a) is empty. 
P r o o f . We shall show first that with p as described, b' exists with R(a — b')< 
£ £ 
y , R(p(b')) «= — • This follows f r o m Lemma 5. 3 if P'(a) is empty (then a is purely 
transcendental) st> we may suppose P'(a) is not empty. £ 
Set gm = 1 — (e0 + ... + e,„). Choose m so large that and for 
.i=l,...,m choose nt so large tha t n = nt + ... + n,„ and p=p\l...p"r^ satisfy; 
. « > 1 , R(ae0-b0)^j, R(e0p(b0)) < ^ for some b0 in 9i(e0), and 
.R(pr(aedet)^ for i=\, ...,m. 
To see tha t such nt exist, use the fac t tha t for any c and any idempotent e, 
if c6<?:){<? then : Rank of c in 91 is equal to Rank of e in 91 multiplied by 
(normalized) Rank of c in edle. Now by (7. 3), is limiting -algebraic 
^{(e;), a fortiori , R(eip1'(aei))-*0 as n^^; and by (7.2), ae0 is purely trans-
cendental in 91 (e0) which implies by Lemma 5. 3, whenever q >0 and p is given 
•of degree n, n - — , there exists b0 in 91 (e0) (and so in 91), with the properties 
n 
R (e0p (b0)) s R (e0)ri, R (ae0 -b0)^R (e0)rj. 
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Set b' — b0 + ael + ... + aem. T h e n 
R(a-b') = R(ae0-b0) + R(agm) S j + j = j , 
R(p(b')) R(e0p(b0))+R(elp(aei))+... + R[emp(aem)) + R(gm) ^ 
^ R(e0p(b0))+R(py(ael)el)+ ... + R{p"nT(aem)em)+ R(gm)^ 
so b' exists as s tated above . 
N o w wi th this b' let (e) r = (p(b')\ so e=p(b')u f o r some u. T h e n b'e = 
= b'p(b')u=p(b')b'u so b'e = eb'e,(l-e)b'e = 0, (\-e)b'(\-e) = {\-e)b'\ so fo r 
al l x in 9t(e), 
p((\-e)b' + x) = (1 -e)p(b') + ep(x) = 
= (1 — e)ep(b') + ep(x) = ep(x). 
By the Coro l l a ry to L e m m a 3 . 1 we can choose x 0 in 9i(e) so t h a t /? (x o ) = 0. 
C h o o s e b= (1 -e)b' + x0. Then/7(Z>) = 0 and R(a-b)^R(a-b') +R(eb'-ex0) < 
£ £ £ 
-< — + R(p(b')) < + — = £. T h u s this b satisfies the requ i rements o f t h e T h e o r e m . 
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